Consultant
Key Account Project Manager
New York City, NY – Full-Time position

THE COMPANY
EasyMovie is an innovative video creation platform for companies. We make it possible for large
groups (banks, insurance, retail, industry) to autonomously create professional quality videos.
These companies can then make a large quantity of homogenous videos via their employees, within
their time and budget constraints. We give them powerful tools (mobile apps, SaaS platform) that
their agencies or our experts can personalize and implement within each business.
Since 2013, EasyMovie has made it possible for companies like PwC, HSBC, L’Oréal, GE, or Hewlett
Packard to create more than 20,000 videos. Today, we have more than 40 employees. We currently
have offices in New York and Paris and we are experiencing a tremendous growth period.

THE POSITION
This is a new position and the consultant/project manager will play a crucial role for the EasyMovie
team. He/she will be in charge of helping businesses launch their video strategy, creating storyboards
and training clients on how to properly shoot videos on smartphones with the EasyMovie app. The
goal is to make each client able to autonomously shoot professional quality videos using our product.
Main responsibilities:
• Helping businesses launch their video strategy
• Creating storyboards
• Training clients on how to properly shoot video on smartphones with the EasyMovie app

WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR
As we are expanding our New York team and growing fast, there will be a lot of opportunities for you.
In return, we will ask you to meet the following requirements:
• Strong writing and editorial skills related to video
• Professional proficiency in video shooting & storyboard construction
• Ability and aspiration to teach/train others
• Great inter-personal skills: pro-activity, flexibility, enthusiasm, precision
Candidate profile: Minimum 5 years in an equivalent position
Education: Communications, Journalism, Digital, Video - Bachelor’s Degree and above
Business work culture and values: Innovation, organization, transparence, efficiency, hard work,
fun, quality, long term, loyalty, honesty, results
Salary: $70-$100K according to experience. Every employee works with an iPhone and a MacBook

Interested? Reach us at joinus@easy.movie!

